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The Ellucian Journey

- Ethos
- Cloud
- Innovation
- The Next 50 Years
- Transformation
- Heritage
Embracing the entire campus through a unified solution
The Ellucian higher education data model
ETHOS INTEGRATIONS
Information presented here is based on Ellucian’s knowledge of partner solution availability at the time of publication and is subject to change. Solutions may be in a beta, ready for testing, or GA state and may require implementation services. Customers should contact partners or Ellucian for Ellucian-branded solutions for additional details before making any purchase decision. Customers should contact partners for information on specific applications that are not listed. Integration work may be in progress although timeframes for availability may not have been shared.
Ellucian Ethos Framework
Now, integration with the Ethos platform is a key requirement for every system we purchase..
OUR FOCUS

Defining a common understanding
Connecting people and processes
Transforming data into knowledge
Creating meaningful experiences
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Common Language: The Ellucian Ethos Data Model

- **Unified Vocabulary**
  Application and platform-agnostic

- **Open Standards**
  Built on JSON and REST; consistent implementation

- **Reusable**
  No more point-to-point integrations

- **Single Source of Truth**
  Unified view of the student
Extensible Configuration